Why add a

 Color and TextureRefresh existing shelving by adding color
and texture with customized shelf liners.
 Prevent DamageOur shelf liners prevent merchandise from
sliding off shelves thus minimizing breakage
and liability.
 EaseThe pliability of our products matched with
our ability to add adhesive and cut to size
reduces manufacturing costs by 60%.
 DurabilityHyGrip is extremely durable. This shelf
liner is ideal for heavy duty applications.
Liners clean up with just soap and water.
 GreenSome of our shelf liners are made from postconsumer bottles. If you are thinking green
for our future, reuse your existing shelves
and refresh your department by using these
products.
10 bottles= 1 yard of our non-woven fabrics

Hytex
Hytex Industries has been a manufacturer of decorative textiles for
over 40 years. During that time, we have developed a number of
products to include woven and non-woven fabrics, cork and
industrial textiles. These have been adopted by the Retail Store
Fixture Industry for use as panel fabrics, shelving liners and
wallcoverings.
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Peel back
Corner of
Liner…

- After deciding which area to refresh,
provide us with the shelf specification
for your shelf liner.
- Choose your pattern and color.
- Let us do the rest!

Place corner of liner and
press down to hold liner in
place…
Then carefully pull back
paper keeping sure material
stays straight on shelf.

